
District of Innovation Committee Meeting 

 November 8, 2016 

Minutes 

 

Members Present: Nancy Yeary, Kevin Bott, Sam Walker, Jacque Pickard, Kim Odom, Terri 

Porter, Sandra Bobo, Eric Folks, Carol Brown, Dana Holcomb, Mark Kehoe, Randy Brady 

    Members Absent: Haley Wheeler, Shawna Harrison, Sharon Miller 

- The District of Innovation (DOI) Proposal Committee met for the first time yesterday afternoon 

(11/8/16).  The meeting began at 4:00 p.m. 

- Dr. Rascoe briefly reviewed the goals and purposes for Districts of Innovation.  Dr. Rascoe 

clarified the district’s desire to provide new, innovative approaches to improve our district 

through the process.  However, the district has no plans and no intention to pursue any TEC 

blanket exemptions or exceptions related to teacher contracts, teacher benefits, teacher salaries, 

etc.  When recently visiting with neighboring superintendents, he became interested after learning 

about next year’s start date of August 28th and the impact it would have on the district calendar. 

Since school calendars need to be developed in January and to the board in February, and if the 

district wanted to consider this innovation/exception, the process needed to be expedited in order 

to meet the time-constraint. He stated that the district intends to have total transparency and the 

District of Innovation Committee would be responsible for the writing of any 

innovations/exceptions. He passed out resources from TASB (which he shared with all staff in an 

email previously) and ATPE. 

- Dr. Bott reviewed the PowerPoint Overview explaining the key points of a District of Innovation 

- Mrs. Yeary opened the meeting up for questions. Concerns were expressed about teacher legal 

rights and protections. Mrs. Yeary stated that after reading the ATPE Innovation Districts 

Resource Page, she could see how teachers could be concerned. She also stated she has seen no 

district to date claim the blanket exemptions or go to the extremes referred to in the article. 

- Mrs. Yeary presented the committee with some possible exemptions that the District may want to 

pursue, with regard to certain TEA mandates.  In summary, the District is looking for some 

flexibility in a few areas.  The areas mentioned are only suggestions, however.  The Committee is 

looking for feedback from our campuses to determine your feelings and opinions on these ideas.  

- Dr. Bott reiterated that all districts do not have the same needs, and the DOI allows districts 

flexibility to be innovative and meet their own needs. 

- Mrs. Yeary distributed examples from other districts and how they have utilized flexibilities and 

exemptions from the TEC as a starting point. She stressed these are NOT being pushed by the 

district, just a means to spark thought. 

- Each member of the committee introduced themselves.  Shawna Harrison, Haley Wheeler, and 

Sharon Miller were not present at the meeting. 

                                                                   ******* 

- Members of the committee began by discussing: the school start date, reviewing examples of how 

to adjust the school start date, school day minutes and necessary minutes, the Belton calendar, 

necessary days of instruction, necessary professional development days, and required days for 

teachers and staff—no decisions were made in this regard 



- Instructional minutes were also discussed as these minutes apply to the various schools in LISD  

and how teachers are still on a 187 contract (for the most part) 

- Mrs. Yeary began to take the committee through some of the examples that were available from 

other districts 

- The committee agreed to formalize the process of adopting an Innovation Plan.  As a committee, 

we would allow the DOI to make a recommendation to the District Site-Based Committee and 

then to the School Board for Final approval.  This committee agreed that this process would be 

the same for the initial plan as well as any additional amendments in the future. 

- The committee agreed to NOT focus the district of innovation plans and exemptions on teacher 

contracts, teacher benefits, teacher planning times, or teacher salaries. 

- The committee agreed to maintain a majority vote for approval in all processes of the innovation 

plan (both current and future amendments) DOI and DSBDMC. 

With regard to the following discussion below, no decisions were made and no formal plans were 

created in any form: 

- The committee discussed the possible exemption from the school start date, the benefits, and the 

local application if we were to move forward in this regard.  Current state law prohibits the 

beginning of school before the 4th Monday in August.  If our District stays under this mandate 

next year, with a mirror calendar of this year’s days off, we could have an ending date on Friday, 

June 1st that is still 400 minutes short of the required 75,600 minutes.  If we include exemption of 

this law in our DOI Plan, it could result in the following benefits:  

o We would have the flexibility to start the school year on a Wednesday, rather than a 

Monday. 

o We could build in a week off at Thanksgiving, if the Calendar Committee/District Site-

Based Committee chose to make that recommendation to the superintendent to take to the 

board for approval. 

o We could complete the year on May 25th before Memorial Day, if the Calendar 

Committee/ District Site-Based Committee chose to make that recommendation. 

o We would have the flexibility to build in some two-hour early release days for Teacher 

Professional Development, so that we aren’t having to use Conference Periods, lunches, 

and after school for such training. 

o By starting the school year before the 4th Monday of August, it would keep the 1st 

Semester from being so short, which causes teachers to have to teach nine weeks’ worth 

of material in approximately seven weeks. 

o There are other benefits at the Secondary level (High School students can get enrolled in 

College Summer School – Session I programs, because their certified transcripts have 

been issued earlier.) 

 

- The committee discussed the certification options and when an exception might need to be 

considered—most discussion focused on secondary needs.  The pros and cons of having these 

flexibilities: 

o With regard to Teacher Certification Requirements for CTE/vocational and technical  

teachers, dual credit courses, and other hard-to-fill positions: The District would like 

flexibility when having difficulty filling certain positions, mainly at the High School 

level.  Some examples include:  

 Having the flexibility to hire a college professor to come in and teach a dual-

credit course. 



 Having the flexibility to hire a mechanic/welder/plumber to help teach a trade 

course. 

 Having the flexibility to hire a native-language instructor so that our High 

School students have the option of learning another language besides Spanish 

(this is all we currently offer.) 

 Having the flexibility of letting a History-certified teacher teach one class of 

Geography that’s needed, as an example. (Currently, if a Geography-certified 

teacher had to be hired, and there’s not a need for a full-time teacher in that 

subject, then the class isn’t offered, as an example.) 

o If this type of exemption was requested, the committee can develop specific parameters 

for how this type of situation would be approved.  Principals would have to submit a 

request to the Superintendent requesting that a certified teacher be allowed to teach a 

subject out of their certified field.  The principal would have to specify in writing the 

reason for the request and document the credentials the certified teacher possesses that 

would qualify the individual to teach the subject.  An individual with experience in a 

CTE field could be eligible to teach a vocational skill or course.  However, the principal 

would have to submit a request to the Superintendent with all the individual’s credentials.  

The Superintendent could be required to report these requests to the Board. 

 

- Class sizes were discussed, with the intention to adjust classes due to the needs of students and 

the dynamics of the classrooms – NOT to increase the actual class size over the 22:1 – no 

decisions were made in this regard 

o There were some very specific examples of how exemptions from Class Size would be 

beneficial.  They were very specific examples that would only affect a couple of classes, 

but not the district as a whole.   

 

- Probationary teacher contracts.  Currently, experienced teachers and counselors new to the district 

have a probationary period that may not exceed one year if the person has been employed as a 

teacher in public ed for at least five of the previous eight years.  The exception would give the 

district/administrator an option to provide a probationary contract for the second year in order to 

evaluate the staff member’s effectiveness.   The Committee felt that these are very sensitive 

issues that need to be looked at and discussed thoroughly. 

 

- Inter-district transfers were discussed, the current circumstances, and the available options in this 

area – no decisions were made in this regard 

o Currently, if LISD accepts a transfer from an out-of-district student, the LISD is required 

to keep that student for the remainder of the school year, per the Texas Education Code 

(TEC).  The District would like to seek exemption from this one-year requirement, 

should there ever be a case where a student’s behavior or lack of attendance warranted 

the student’s transfer status to be revoked before the end of the year.  

 

- The Teacher appraisal system exemption was discussed, and the potential benefits of having this 

exemption – no decisions were made in this regard 

o Teacher and Principal Evaluations: The District would like to have the option of 

developing its own evaluation system that fits the needs and goals of our District.  

Anything developed by the District would receive input/approval from the DOI 

Committee, the District Site-Based Committee, and possibly a special Evaluation 



Committee.  All decisions would have staff input in some form or fashion.  The initial 

DOI Plan wouldn’t include a new appraisal system – just the option to develop one in the 

future. 

 

- Length of Instructional school day was discussed and its pros and cons – no decisions were made 

in this regard 

- 90 percent attendance rule was discussed along with its pros and cons – no decisions were made 

in this regard 

- The committee agreed to discuss these items with their respective campuses and departments 

before returning to the next meeting.  No decisions were made in regards to any exceptions.  

- In closing, Mrs. Yeary thanked all involved and asked that they come back with a Proposal and 

District Guideline for any innovation they would like the committee to consider. 

- The meeting adjourned at 5:25p.m.  

- Next meeting will be November 10th at 4:00p.m. 

 


